the second of a low cost high performance microprocessor family

MCS6501-MCS6502
a great microprocessor family "the software compatibles"

mcs6501—pin compatible to the MC6800
mcs6502—eliminates outboard clock circuits

PRICE!
• LOWEST COST STARTER SET
• LOWEST COST SOFTWARE
• LOWEST COST DOCUMENTATION
• LOWEST COST I/O (MC6800 Compatible)

EASE OF USE!
• EASIEST DOCUMENTATION TO USE
• SIMPLE, EASY-TO-FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (SIMILAR TO PDP-11)
• EASIEST TO USE DESIGN IN SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE!
• MORE USEFUL ADDRESSING CAPABILITY:
  • TWO REAL INDEX REGISTERS
  • HIGHEST PERFORMANCE (A-H SYSTEMS BENCHMARKS)
• SECOND SOURCE APPOINTED
• READY (RDY) FOR SLOW MEMORY OR DMA

This is still only the beginning—Don’t miss "MOS 6502" at WESCOTT'S
MOS 6502 SAVES MORE MONEY

Last Month We Introduced MCS6501 for $10
This Month We Added The MCS 6502 For $25

Note: If you get clocks for less than $5, buy the mcs6501 and give your purchasing agent a bonus.

Try either product at WESCON 75 booth 1010
(If you can't make a copy of our documentation, $10.00 more gets you your very own set!)